
 

AUTOMATIC GATES LEGAL INCUMBANCE 

 

Who is legally incumbent? There are two legal positions that are seen to be offering 

governance with regard to claims of injury to persons, or damage to property, from an 

automatic, electric power operated gate, door or barrier type system. 

 

Damage to property may not be regarded as seriously as injury to persons and could be 

addressed via Trading Standards or an industry body where able. However personal 

injury could involve criminal action with greater consequences for those responsible. 

 

  
 

‘WORK PLACE DIRECTIVE’ involving systems at a place of work or similar. 

 

‘H&S @ WORK ACT 1974 Section 3’ involving installations other than a place of 

work or similar. 

 

Broadly speaking, any system worked upon for a landlord or business owner or agent of 

same, would usually come under the Work place directive 

 

Private systems on domestic properties would usually come under H&S @ work 

 

   
 



Only a small number of court cases involving the most serious of incident, have 

concluded, so case law is still being written and challenges to common knowledge will 

continue to be made. 

 

Drawing to its conclusion, the south wales tragic incident, has held the system 

maintainer, as well as the installer, jointly liable. This has created huge confusion about 

the importance and risks offering any maintenance agreement, on all automatic gate 

installations. 

 

  
 

Do we walk away, or do we provide the maintenance required by the machinery directive 

in the first place? 

 

To turn ones back and walk away may appear to be a safe bet, but is it the right thing to 

do? Staying in touch and offering the owner renewed professional advice must be in 

everyone’s better interest! This subject is being debated and may affect a change in law? 

 

  
 

When to stay and when to walk away? May be the preferred question! The degree and 

type of risk maybe an answer to this dilemma! Low to medium risk stay and advice, high 

risk turn the system off safely, report and walk away, maybe the current advice? 

 

Each day people take risks, some are necessary and lots could be avoided! 
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